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Update on the Spahn mask case, whose ministry supposedly wanted to distribute defective or expired
masks to those in need. So the charge. Statement by Spahn and Zimiak continues in the text. But here
is a recent addition that makes both politicians look bad. Mr. Korte from the “Left” party takes on this
topic and presents a declaration from the Baden Württemberg Ministry of Social Affairs from February
5, 2021, where attention is drawn to the deficiency of the masks purchased and tests were initiated by
DEKRA. Of the 27 masks submitted for inspection by the federal state procurement stock, 13 do not
meet the requirements of the European standard. Most of the shortcomings relate to the permeability
of the masks. Well, Herr Spahn, he had claimed that the masks were perfect and checked. A clear lie,
Mr. Spahn, and certified.
There is news about the vaccination center in Göttingen Holtenser Berg. Due to the demand, according
to the operator, the test center is now also open on Sunday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Incidentally, it is also
evident during the pandemic that new sources of income can be generated relatively easily. Because
the operator is not a company or an institution, but a student from Kassel who makes the trip from
Kassel every day. Overall, the test center is supervised by 4 people, often 2 are present at the same
time due to demand. The realization was then also quite simple: Just ask the Göttingen Health
Department, take a one-day training course with a final exam, and off you go.
And the courage has so far been rewarded with lively demand, according to the operator. I have even
seen people willing to test drive up, obviously with a wider approach than the surrounding area.
Unfortunately, the operator reports to me about 2 break-ins or damage / theft this week. During the
break-in in the night from Wednesday to Thursday, inventory and medical supplies were stolen, two
days later posters were apparently stolen again during the night. Now the operator is fed up and has
introduced video surveillance. Because the start was quite bumpy, he had borrowed the start-up
capital only once. When it comes to posters, it's not that bad, as the new poster could point to the
Sunday opening.
Summer is here, the sun is shining, (almost) everyone wants to be able to move freely outside again,
preferably without a mask. Most places have therefore already tipped the mask requirement outside,
even at open event venues such as zoo, BUGA, amusement park and Co., the mask requirement is only
announced in closed buildings, and there it will also be dropped shortly. Some are amazed at how
quickly the easing, actually the repeal of almost all rules, has been pushed forward in the last few days
and weeks, while others cannot go fast enough.
Corona is forgotten, Corona has become a kind of disruptive factor. What you can't see, what you can't
taste, doesn't exist anymore. Few are wondering why the numbers have suddenly plummeted so
explosively since May for no reason, because no notable breakthrough has occurred in either
vaccination or testing. On the contrary: it is now known that even those who have been completely
vaccinated are neither immune to corona nor can the disease spread, but none of this is of interest
anymore. You might think the new goal is what Spahn and Wieler have announced at the federal press
conference since the end of April: Everyone will get Corona sooner or later if they don't get vaccinated.
Every citizen only has the choice between vaccination or illness. And so that, for once, what Spahn has
announced also works, everything will be done to ensure that it happens. The stupid ones are the ones
who stuck to all the rules for 18 months and therefore didn't get a corona for 18 months.

Vaccination priority lifted, what great news. Anyone can, who wants - uh, no, but not. Because there
is no longer any vaccine available, but the family doctors are now overwhelmed with inquiries,
everyone wants to have the vaccinations quickly before their summer vacation, preferably both on the
same day, is not possible. In the meantime, queues several hundred meters long form in public places
and citizens wait several hours just to receive the first vaccination. Even worse. Citizens stayed in front
of a family doctor's practice only to receive one of the few available vaccinations in the morning, the
family doctor stupidly advertised the cancellation and invited almost everyone. He had it in front of
the door in the morning. REAL experts like Dr. Zinn from Bioscientia Institute for Medical Diagnostics
GmbH explains that the lifting is far too early. Nor does he believe the federal government's promises
to have a vaccination offer for everyone by the summer. He sees problems distributing the vaccines,
getting the first vaccinations, and criticizes the discussions about school children. He sees a fourth
wave as secured in the fall, although not as bad as last year.
While it has already been announced that test centers will close in September because the vaccination
quota would then be so high that the citizen tests are then only rarely needed (and which should then
be charged for those who refuse to vaccinate), there are still cities like Göttingen who are still quickly
opening test centers. On the Holtenser Berg, a housing estate with approx. 3500 citizens, there has
been a small one-man tent that can be called a test center since the beginning of June 2021, probably
placed next to a garbage can station in the middle of a meadow. Inside is a table, a chair, a bit of
equipment and a person who handles everything. Here Göttingen shows how you can really save costs,
fewer staff is not possible, less tents and equipment are not possible either. At least the very young
employee who handles everything is nice and under-challenged with a test rush of 2-3 people / hour.
With opening hours MON - SAT 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m., 9 hours a day, this means up to 27 tests.
I would like to bring another concrete current example here from Göttingen: Friday noon around 12:30
p.m., city bus 12 in the direction of Vorstadt. Jerky, all seats occupied, you stand close together at
MAXIMUM distance of 30 cm, thick, stuffy air in the bus, because there are no windows that can be
opened for a long time, only air conditioning. If I now imagine just one super spreader and / or one
infected person on the bus, congratulations. This is the new freedom we have gained, which will fall
on our feet again from September onwards. But keep your distance outside and still wear a mask. Then
I remember a well-known cartoon saying: They're crazy, the Romans.
Side effects, which Minister Spahn initially dismissed as positive vaccine reactions, have been on our
minds for months now. How uninformed the experts, doctors and those responsible are about the
vaccines is shown again and again by the fact that new findings emerge almost every week, where new
side effects are attributed to one or more vaccines, but however everything is talked down because
that's the only way Few people are affected and the risk is of course only super low. I just have to say:
That shows the lack of knowledge about the vaccines that prevails. Leading medical representatives
are now saying quite openly that they don't know anything about the vaccines because they are brand
new. It takes years of long-term study to know everything. And all citizens who get vaccinated are part
of the long-term study. That says it all. In reality, the federal government is only concerned with coverup, downplaying problems and reassuring citizens. Because they pursue one and only one goal:
Vaccinate as many as possible, in the military field people talk about collateral damage, which one
accepts in order to achieve the goal, no matter how. That is also true here.

In the meantime we are already further on the subject of vaccination with widespread information.
The immunity propagated at the beginning, which persists after 2 vaccinations, is long gone. At first
you weren't sure about the variants, then you can get the information that a one-time re-vaccination
will probably be due, now you are not only ready to see the first booster vaccinations in autumn this
year, no, it seems to be so, that the vaccinations have to be refreshed again and again, end point
indefinite. And the vaccination is less effective for older people, so despite the double vaccination,
older people keep getting infected again, although the situation so far has been less stressful and
severe, but the other can still be infected. Means: If only one visitor brings Corona to a 99% vaccinated
old people's home, he is an unprotected one in a critical environment, because the viruses can be
passed on by the vaccinated, it is only a matter of time before he becomes seriously infected. In
addition, the STIKO adds that people with previous illnesses and immunodeficiency are particularly
susceptible to re-infection, since the protection of the vaccination is not properly trained here. But
months ago it was proven that everything was sold to us in a completely different way.
The latest information is aimed at the fact that heart muscle inflammation can now occur with the
Biontech vaccine, especially in young men. We still remember: At the beginning, when the side effects
debate arose and it was no longer possible to deny them, everyone was talking about the fact that
older people were almost always affected, who would have died soon anyway, had serious pre-existing
illnesses, a weak immune system, etc. As you can see, if you illuminate the whole corona debate over
a period of months, you will notice again and again that the statements made yesterday that have
been declared factually correct are no longer worth anything today. This shows how well-informed the
so-called would-be experts who talk like that today and like that tomorrow. And present yourself as a
disseminator of facts instead of having the distance to explain that they don't have any more idea than
many other citizens. Interesting to the statement that heart muscle inflammation can occur in age
groups 16-19 years, so absolutely top healthy age groups, but of course only very rarely. And then of
course you don't forget to say that this side effect almost always takes a harmless course. (Note: at
least for those who do not die from it first). Exactly, harmless course, but what does that mean?
Citizens prefer not to be informed about this, the word harmless is enough for many. Heart muscle
inflammation is not that harmless. People who develop it can, on the one hand, die of sudden cardiac
death. And those who don't, where the inflammation actually heals on its own, can develop permanent
chronic heart failure. Means that the heart can no longer supply the organs with enough oxygen and
blood. People who have this disease only have 50% life expectancy over the next 5 years from
diagnosis. And now the positive: Anyone who dies of heart failure in 4 years will not be entered on the
death certificate as a side effect of the vaccination, of course not. These are uncomfortable truths that
nobody likes to hear and many journalists like to leave out in their alleged objective and honest
reporting. As a leading editor-in-chief of a nationally published daily newspaper said in an interview: If
you report negative about the federal government, you will no longer be there at the next meeting
and invitation date for journalists. Aha, lived democracy.
In the meantime, Spahn has also commented on the alleged accusation that the Ministry of Health
intended to distribute masks that expire at short notice to the homeless and Hartz IV recipients. A
week ago Zimiak reported a fake of this message on a talk show. Mr. Spahn now claims that these
masks, which are at issue, have been tested in laboratories and are also safe, but did not have a CE
mark because they were bought from appropriate channels due to the shortage. And then the
statement: Incidentally, it was the idea of the Ministry of Labor itself to distribute masks to the
homeless and integration assistance in a special contingent. Funny, but it sounded very different in the
mirror. I reported.

But now everything is getting better. The digital vaccination pass has now also been introduced in
Germany, i.e. the one on the mobile phone. There is a so-called CovPassApp (again) for iOS 12 or higher
and Android 6 or higher, which cost money about (wait, the costs are not discussed), and you need it
so that your yellow vaccination certificate, that you have had it stamped on the Internet ... uh, I mean
by the doctor, is now placed in your cell phone as a forgery-proof QR code. It's great. And best of all:
The app can be used by several people at the same time, i.e. one cell phone, and the entire family of 6
is included. And the generated QR code is protected and, yes, so forgery-proof. Because you can never
fake anything digitally. The fact that there are now a lot of fake vaccination passports that are now
legal and genuine through the conversion to digital, since no pharmacy knows whether I have actually
received the vaccinations, is a minor matter. And that in Königswinter alone 300 vaccination passports
including practice stamps have been stolen, and who knows where vaccination passports have
disappeared is not discussed. Do you ever ask in a pharmacy in your home town whether the
vaccination records of other cities convert? Of course they do that, if they should check every yellow
vaccination certificate first, how long should it take?
Let's come back to the esteemed Mr. Spahn again. He has received criticism again for wasting money,
now officially from the Federal Audit Office. Paid excessive prices to the pharmacies until he came
under criticism, then he quickly turned it off, intensive care beds that were obviously not even there
but were subsidized with a unit price of 50,000 euros, which is said to have been a sum of over 700
million euros. In addition, there are a number of other cases where no one in the Ministry of Health
has considered. The legal department was probably closed for a long time or in the home office without
a job, short-time allowance is called zero. Because at the beginning masks were bought from all over
the world at excessive prices, with and mainly without certification, now millions of masks are over,
cost money again because they will be given away or will be destroyed soon due to the expiry date. In
addition, there is the excessively paid money to catering establishments that have received more than
they have ever regularly earned, and then there is the money to test centers, which are healthy with
18 euros per vaccination, especially since every test center operator wants to be, but have various test
centers fictitious tests billed without having performed them. And who pays for all the misery and
wasted money / powdering: The citizen, because he puts up with everything. Congratulations. Oh, it
occurs to me: Mr. Spahn has not even talked about what the pharmacies get paid for each vaccination
certificate conversion to digital. The legally permissible vaccination passport transfer result regulation
app tariff is probably currently in effect. Absolutely normal.
Malteser International recorded an interview on the news channel NTV Online. The head of the Africa
department, Mr. Hansen, speaks of concerns that the problem from India could soon also arise in
Africa. He does not say where he gets the assumptions from. He prefers to talk about the fact that the
G7 agreements on vaccine delivery are far too small and that the vaccines expected due to the delivery
stop in India have not arrived. He talks about distribution to hotspots like Africa. Nanu? Where is there
a hotspot? In January the numbers were briefly over 30,000 / day, the numbers are now on the rise
again, but at around 13,000 for the whole of Africa, they are probably rather low. Why isn't he talking
about Argentina? They are comparatively a small country and have an incidence value of 381 as of
today. And daily values of up to over 30,000 per day in the last 7 days would have to excite Malteser
International a lot more. Everyone always talks about Africa, but Spahn and Macron only traveled there
a few days ago. Somehow there seems to be a secret special relationship with Africa that this country
should always be preferred, Argentina doesn't seem to count there.

Speaking of NTV Online: Finally, a little reporter, how some NTV journalists have their problems with
renaming the variants according to Greek letters. (Quote from June 11th, 2021 from the report "Merkel
vaccinations in autumn"): Race against the coronavirus variant Delta discovered in India. (Quote end).
Why doesn't he write a race against the discovered coronavirus variant from India? The alleged
discrimination is in the naming of the name India, no matter where it is.

